SIR PLATINUM

(ONTARIO ELIGIBLE)

BAY COLT Foaled April 4, 2016 Tattoo No. 0PM70

Consigned by Preferred Equine Marketing, Inc., Agent, Briarcliff Manor, New York
 Raised at Olive Branch Farm, Wingate, North Carolina

433

1st Dam

WINDCROSS 2,2:00.2f; 3,1:58.3f; 1:55.1f ($271,331) by Striking Sahbra. Winner at 3.

2nd Dam

WESCOTT 2,2:00.2f; 3,1:58.4f ($239,825) by Wesgate Crown. Winner at 3.

3rd Dam

COUNTERINTUITIVE by Sierra Kosmos. Winner at 2.

4th Dam

AXIOMATIC by Super Bowl. Winner at 2.
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Winner at 2, 3, and 4 years old.
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